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Roots & Wings
Issue 89

Features
5 Dreams of Flight   Marcia Kasperski Peterson 

I experienced a revelatory dream: I was in a boat sailing 
across Cook Inlet toward the Sleeping Lady, and I knew  
a majestic range of mountains lay beyond. I’d keep saying, 
“I know they are there!” But I’d always wake up just before 
being able to see them. 

7 the Guiding Voice Within    Jill Boyles  
Now we are on a barely-trodden path, cocooned by 

black-eyed susans, purple prairie clover, milkweed, and 
switchgrass. Monarch butterflies flit in front of us, but the 
path reaches a dead end so we retrace our steps and make 
our way back to the original trail. 

11 Grandmother’s Grave     Julie Lovejoy 
Coming from a home where we didn’t really speak of the 

dead, let alone visit family cemeteries, I was wide-eyed to 
discover that I was living right next to Santa Clara cemetery. 
If I peeked over the wall, I could see families spreading out 
blankets and sharing food next to their loved ones’ graves. 

15 Blessing Day     Sara Roi Ferguson
Even before I became a mother, I knew that when I 

became one, I would offer my child rites at the seven-year 
marks in her or his life. So, when my only child was nine 
months old, we held a ritual baby blessing for him.

18 Taking Flight    Noel Knower
I hear the geese before I can see them. I search the sky, and 

there they are, a flock of Canada geese flying in “V” formation 
during their annual journey. The geese and I are kindred spirits: 
like them, I am following the directions whispered by my soul. 

SageWoman
Celebrating the Goddess in Every Woman

Cover art: 
“Rooted in Reverence, Seated in Spirit”

©2006 Mara Berendt Friedman 
egg tempera on canvas, 11 x 14 NFS

Mara Berendt Friedman has been creat-
ing paintings of girls and women in all 
forms of prayer and play for almost three 
decades. Her imagery draws inspiration 
from diverse indigenous cultures, univer-
sal art forms and the cycle of the seasons. 
Through her work, she shares her deep 
appreciation for the exquisite Beauty that 
moves within and surrounds us all. The 
warrior woman depicted in this painting 
embodies the noble strength and compas-
sionate presence that resides within our 
heart. The artist lives in the Oregon 
countryside. Please visit her online  
gallery at www.newmoonvisions.com.

www.newmoonvisions.com


Features (cont.)

21 Birthing into Joy   Jen McConnel
“Roots go down,” I told my daughter, planting my 

standing foot and placing my hands together at my 
heart, “and branches go up.” The first time I moved into 
this pose postpartum, I felt both grounded and light. 

24 Hueco Tanks     Pamela Genghiní Muñoz 
Throughout the tour, I felt the presence those who 

had passed this way before us. I thought about what 
it must have been like to arrive at the outcrop of the 
huecos thousands of years ago and take shelter there. 
Where had they come from? Where they were going? 
How did they know what was awaiting them? 

Columns
 3   Living the Dream 
 Anne Newkirk Niven 

27 Wights: Living with the Spirits of the Land 
 Diana L. Paxson

37  Herbal Adventures: Story Medicine 
 Susun Weed

39 Lessons of Blue Jay 
 Alison Leigh Lilly

41 A House Becomes a Home 
 Janet Callahan

43 Before I Begin 
 Donna Henes

45 Healing Roots 
 Lizann Bassham

47 Trauma and Healing   
 Anne Hill

49 The Deep Well and the Branches 
       that Touch the Sky
 Danielle Blackwood

51 Thealogy with an “A”: Durga Prehistory (I)
 Nancy Vedder-Shults

55 Colors of the Goddess: Rooted in the Land 
 Crystal Blanton

57 Child of Artemis: Black Feathers 
 Leslie J. Linder

61 Living on Earth: My Natural Name 
 Rebecca Bailey

Departments
65 Body & Soul  Carol Gloor

69 Sage Reviews

77 The Rattle

87 Women at the Well

88 A Pinch of Sage Saveria Miriam Winterstar  

Poetry
17 Grove of Oaks   Mattie Cole

35 Crone   Dawn McCormack

35 Under the Tree    Chani Zwibel

Original Artwork by Lauren Foster MacLeodrel
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